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Marie Nemphos
5174 Mountain 
Road

Passadena, MD  
21122 I agree Bill 16.20 is a good bill.  Land use would be extreme.

shawn wingard 8171 Lea Rd Pasadena County Budget Proposal

I am very appreciative of the efforts of County Executive Pittman in regards to his proposed education budget for AACPS. I realize these are trying times for everyone and hard 
decisions had to be be made. Although his request for an a step increase for teachers is a terrific statement concerning his support for teachers and education in the county, I 
am saddened that once again the roughly 800 teachers who are behind in salary steps are being ignored. 
The county has ignored hundreds of teachers who are not being paid what the counties own salary scale states they should be making for over a decade. It is a hard pill to 
swallow knowing that teachers with less experience make more than several hundred veteran teachers in the county. I propose NO across the board experience step to 
teachers in this county, until the the several hundred teachers currently not paid a salary commensurate with their experience are made whole. Please use the money 
earmarked for the across the board salary step to instead bring those teachers behind in salary to where they should be. It is in my mind the fair and equitable thing to do. It is 
also the fiscally responsible thing to do, as the cost to bring all teachers up to their current experience step is cheaper than providing one new one to all teachers. 

Sam Travaglini 1231 Collins Ave Odenton, MD 21113 West County Elementary

Dear Council,

The County has already purchased land for a new West County Elementary school. Funding for the design and planning of the school was in the budget. However, that funding 
was removed from the recently proposed budget. This is troublesome because West County Elementary is paramount to the education and safety of the children in the Two 
Rivers development and the Forks of the Patuxent, collectively referred to as 1038B (the Forks surrounds Two Rivers).

The school will relieve overcrowding and provide a safely commutable school to a rapidly growing number of children in 1038B. The closest school for the children of 1038B is 
Crofton Elementary but our children were redistricted to Piney Orchard. However, neither of those schools has the capacity to properly handle our children and neither school is 
safely reachable by any method other than car or bus.

Further exacerbating the education and safety issues is the rapid growth of 1038B as the Two Rivers community is built and the Forks area changes. Two Rivers is slated to be 
built out by the year 2024 with up to 1,260 single family homes. The Forks area is also rapidly changing from an older community to a community of families.

The longer the school is delayed, the worse the problems will get. The time for action is now. Please re-include the funding for the design and planning of West County 
Elementary to your budget. Thank You.

Cortnee Montana Stevens
6419 Lacrosse Ln 
NE Glen Burnie

AACPS Capital 
Budget/Operating

Good Evening, My question is in regards to Anne Arundel County Public School Operating/Capital Budget. On December 18, 2019 Dr.Arlotto published his remarks for the 2021 
Capital budget, in that budget he proposed adding 18 Assistant Principals and 6.5 school-based secretaries. The new budget for 2021 doesn't have funding for Assistant 
Principals but school-based secretaries were not mentioned. Will the hiring of 6.5 school-based secretaries be approved? If not, why? We are receiving funding to add 16 full 
time Pre-K/more Kindergarten classes but not enough secretaries to handle the influx of students that enroll all year long. I am a part-time school based secretary and I wish I 
could be full-time, my principal wishes I was full time because 2.5 secretaries cannot manage 700+ elementary school students. We as a team were hoping the budget would 
include hiring more secretaries and I could become full time to help manage the caseload of working in a school system. The decision to stay with the county comes down to if 
funding will be given to hire more secretaries, I love my position but I know other counties have opens for full-time secretaries and are in desperate need for them. Thank you.

Brian Sedor
3893 Greenmeadow 
Lane

Davidsonville, MD 
21035 Budget Increase

I don't understand the $42 million increase.  What is being done with the money saved this year from schools being closed for 3 months (utilities, bus drivers, janitorial, etc.).  I 
also don't see any money budgeted for online education, which needs significant improvement.  Please spend responsibly and control your spending-it's not free money!

Teryl johnson Crucible court
Millersville, Md 
21108 School budget

While I am not only proud but also honored to be graduating my third and last child from the blue ribbon Broadneck feeder system, some things will never change yet some 
things must change in order to accommodate that which will never change. Very confusing it sounds but not really. The thing that will never change is continuing lineages of 
excellence that superintendent Arlotto  referenced in his presentation. Residents don’t move in and out of Anne Arundel county, residents plant. They plant roots for their future 
generations. That which must change in order to accommodate this model of excellence and the droves of families still coming into the county is the skill to prioritize compiled 
with vision and purpose. For example: The current priority is maintaining construction and renovations secondly recovering from the pandemic not knowing how many children 
will continue to be home schooled changing the need for new hires, vision should be maintaining current levels of excellence yet minimizing new programs and initiatives 
temporarily to share in the cost of increases for teachers and staff and the purpose should be preparing a cushion or a margin of error not knowing the droves of new residents 
and migrants to come and not knowing the true extent of the damage from the pandemic. Worldwide economics have changed guaranteeing prices of goods and services have 
changed most likely to increases.

Nicole Rumeau
2844 Broad Wing 
Drive

Odenton, MD, 
21113

Removal of West County 
Elementary School from 
Budget

My children have gone to Piney Orchard Elementary School since kindergarten. We recently moved from the Piney Orchard neighborhood to the Two Rivers neighborhood. One 
of the reasons that I agreed to the redistricting was the plan to build an elementary school for the incoming residents at Two Rivers and adjacent communities to lessen the 
burden on Piney Orchard. There will be 1,100 all ages homes built in Two Rivers. That could be over a thousand students with the size of the homes. Piney Orchard cannot 
possibly accommodate that additional number of students in the long term (regardless of if trailers are added to the school). My children's school will become overcrowded (as 
Arundel Middle and High School already are) and the quality of their education will decrease along with all of the other Piney Orchard kids. With an eye toward increasing social 
distancing for students in the long-term, the overcrowding will not be healthy either. I was shocked to see that change to the budget, especially after promises were made.

Elizabeth Appel
798 Manhattan 
Beach Rd Severna Park Budget Feedback

While I am completely passionate about education and supporting teachers, I was shocked to see there is a raise or step for teachers considering people are losing their jobs, 
businesses, etc. I also think it is inequitable for some to get this and not all (AACC employees) who were just as "hurt" by not receiving COL increases or raises for 4 years 
around the 2008 time period.  
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Lisa VanBuskirk
1053 Carrs Wharf 
Road Edgewater

FY2021 Budget- AACPS 
Funding

Dear County Council Members, 

Lisa VanBuskirk of Edgewater, representing Start School Later and every Anne Arundel County Public School parent or caregiver who has ever been frustrated with school bus 
transportation.  
As the 127-page report, with 27 recommendations described, AACPS’s Transportation Office is a mess, to put it lightly.  It is inadequately staffed to meet current routing 
demands and communicates poorly with both internal and external stakeholders.  When schools reopen, I am confident that changes to bus procedures will need to be made for 
safety and public health reasons.  If the current transportation staff cannot handle the current operational tempo, how will they successfully think strategically about new busing 
parameters?  Please fully restore funding to AACPS’s budget for transportation.  
Restoring funding will necessitate cuts elsewhere.  I’ve not studied the budget in depth as much as you have, but I am confident that you can make strategic cuts to AACPS's 
bloated administration and find the necessary funds.   
Thank you for your time.

Megan McKibben 1320 Bramble Cir Odenton, MD 21113 West County Elementary

I and hundreds of other parents are extremely concerned that West County Elementary has been removed from the budget. The recent redistricting of the Arundel cluster put 
many schools at capacity, namely Piney Orchard, which will receive all of the children from the fast growing Two Rivers. This was done based on the commitment that an 
additional school would be build by 2024 to alleviate overcrowding. While I understand that the recent loss of revenue has led to tough decisions, this school can absolutely not 
be something that is cut. There is nothing more important than our children, and they are not getting a quality education in crowded classrooms. It is well documented that large 
classroom sizes are detrimental to young children, who thrive on individual attention from their teachers. Furthermore, in the age of the pandemic, crowded classrooms are now 
a health and safety issue. Please reconsider adding West County ES back with the original budget. Our children deserve better.

HyoYoung Minna Kim
8359 Williamstowne 
Dr Millersville Public Education 

At Van Bokkelen Elementary (a part of AACPS), Ms. Day, my third grade teacher, taught us that if we take good care of the seeds that we planted in class, it would blossom into 
a beautiful flower that would give way to new seeds that could be planted for more flowers. This sweet memory reflects a wise and widely-spoken saying: What we give attention 
to, grows.  

This is my 16th year in AACPS. For the first 14 years, I was a student. Now, in my second year of teaching at North Glen Elementary, I hope to invest more years in this 
community because I believe in public education and I love the families and the dedicated staff I get to grow and strengthen our community with. I trust that the time, energy, and 
resources I put into this school will manifest as our future healthcare providers, essential workers, parents and guardians, community leaders, public school staff, and activists, 
etc...our caretakers and role models for present and future generations.

Yet, I find myself preparing for disappointment, anger, and deep sadness; I question whether I want to invest in a system that may choose not to invest in public education. 
Please choose to give attention to public education, to grow it into magnificence. Please make it easy for me and many other educators and families to choose AACPS. I 
envision a humanizing and empowered Anne Arundel County. 

What do you want to grow? What will you give your attention to? 

Mark DiMaria 1316 Bramble Circle
Odenton, Maryland, 
21113

Add budget for the new 
elementary school in West 
County AA (Odenton)

Please find a way to slash any unnecessary funding and use that money to fund the new elementary school in Odenton (by Two Rivers). This is vital for our children to succeed, 
reduce poverty and strengthen our community.

Amanda DiMaria 1316 Bramble Circle
Odenton,  Maryland 
21113

Budget - new elementary 
school in Odenton

We live in The Woodlands hamlet at Two Rivers in Odenton, where a new elementary school has been in the works. I'm wondering how the budget does not include funding for 
the construction of the new elementary school for our area. My husband and I have a 9 month old that would attend this new school when he is of age. Without it, he and the 
other young children in our community would be forced to attend over crowded schools. Larger classroom sizes have proven to have a decidedly negative impact on children's 
development. Please pass a budget that includes funding for this school's construction so it can break ground as soon as possible. 

It's imperative to note that this school may also help stop the development of the proposed landfill in our area, which poses a significant threat to our children's health and 
environment. 

It's difficult to imagine an argument for the landfill or against a necessary new elementary school. Our children are vulnerable and unable to speak to their needs, so we are their 
only voice. Please do what's right and what's best for them, and make this new elementary school happen. 

Tiffany Tuttle
2872 Broad Wing 
Drive Odenton, MD 21113

West County Elementary 
School needs to be funded.

I am a mother to two small children who will be attending schools projected to be at 133% capacity.  This is unacceptable. How are children supposed to learn, and teachers 
supposed to reach students whenever their classrooms are over max capacity?  West County ES needs to be built. Design funding needs to be added to the FY21 budget.  
Eliminating this project all together whenever there are areas that are grossly over funded is not only appalling, but grossly negligent. I implore you, please put the children first. 
Please think not only of their futures but their present safety. 
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Rachelle Tannenbaum1005 Westway Annapolis

Please restore 
compensation and 
technology infrastructure to 
the community college

I would like to begin by thanking the Council for your hard work on the budget thus far. These are unprecedented times, and I fully recognize that you are all genuinely striving to 
balance the many needs of county residents. Having said that, I would like to request that you reinstate the funds that Anne Arundel Community College has requested for one-
time pay stipends and for technology upgrades, which were not included in Mr. Pittman’s budget proposal.

As the community’s college, we employ over 2000 people and educate another 44,000 more annually, mostly county residents. We pride ourselves on providing a top-notch 
education and continually striving to meet the county’s needs. However, we cannot do that without the infrastructure to meet our students’ needs, and the ability to attract and 
retain talented and innovative employees. 

In 2012, the college had money in its budget for faculty and staff raises, through careful fiscal management. That year, however, the council did not allow us to put raises in the 
budget, saying it was an equity concern: Why should college employees get raises when others were not? That is a reasonable argument, but the same should then apply now: 
It is inequitable for raises or one-time payments to be given to employees at other agencies but not AACC. 

Thank you for your consideration,
Dr. Rachelle Tannenbaum
President, The Faculty Organization at Anne Arundel Community College

Beth Everhart 7853 Catherine  Ave Pasadena Md 21122 covid 19

To whom it may concern, not that this falls on anyone who has concern at all because if you did then you would know that my family is suffering greatly because my husband is 
not able to work the hours he needs to pay our bills. Your need to hold Anne Arundle County back is being selfish we are the little  people who you don't see that are hurting. I 
can't go to my church and worship because you said NO, we are not allowed in my time of need when I need my church, all you have done is stepped on my  Constitutional 
rights. We wear the masks shopping shoulder to shoulder at target and Walmart with NO 6 foot  Social distancing Please check it out What am I to do if the bank comes for my 
home can you explain that to my kids why they have no home because you stopped their daddy from working we are runningout of everything we have because of you. Please 
open Anne Arundel County.

Michelle Ritter
3514 Horseman 
Way 21035

Year round school 
legislation

Please make every effort to consider the funding necessary to implement the year round schooling initiative that has been drafted for legislation review. 

Joanna Bache Tobin
609 Saint Mulberry 
Court

Annapolis, MD 
21401 Support education funding 

I write to urge you to support all education funding contained in County Executive Pittman's proposed  FY2021 budget.  While the fiscal challenges presented by the Covid-19 
crisis are daunting, we cannot afford to limit our children's educational opportunities.  As the parent of a senior at Annapolis High School, and an educator myself, I know that 
insufficient funding for our schools will only lead to significant long term costs, including worse social, emotional and academic outcomes for our children.  When the children of 
our community lose their opportunities for a brighter future that a great education presents, the entire community loses those opportunities as well.

I also urge you to reinstate funding for added personnel in the AACPS transportation department which included a request for $745,100 to fund 7 router positions and $309,600 
for 8 bus aides. The 7 positions to increase routing efficiency were needed to remedy some of the gross inefficiencies and lack of bus contractor oversight revealed by the 
independent consultant's report on the transportation department released in January of 2020.  Failing to fund these positions is likely to result in increased costs in the form of 
continuing inefficiencies.  The additional bus aides are desperately needed to ensure that some of our most vulnerable students – children with special education needs – have 
the support they need to travel to and from school safely and reliably.

Dr. Shelley DeBlasis 
457 Shore Acres 
Rd. Arnold, MD 21012

Budget Equity: Employee 
Raises for AACC

Dear Council Members,

I write to ask you to reconsider your decision to deny AACC employees scheduled raises while budgeting raises for other county employees. Not only is the proposed action 
inequitable and unfair, but also is a bad decision to overlook and even punish some county employees at the beginning of an economic recession and a global pandemic. During 
the past two months, Americans all over the country have experienced first hand the importance of educators and educational institutions in our everyday lives. AACC faculty 
and staff provide necessary educational services in myriad ways (credit and non-credit courses) to Anne Arundel County. We are an essential part of many people's everyday 
lives throughout their life times. The hard work of teaching and learning is something that this county should value and invest in by treating educational professionals and AACC 
employees fairly and equitably with scheduled compensation raises. It is time for Americans, public officials, and Anne Arundel County to publicly and financially value 
educators, specifically those of us in higher education who help prepare people for the local workforce and provide opportunities for all people in the county and the region to 
engage in life long learning. Please do the right thing and value the work we do by treating us fairly. 

Sandra King 510 Tremont Circle Annapolis
Funding for teacher raises 
at AACC

Dear County Council,
As a resident of Anne Arundel County for over 40 years - and as a faculty member at AACC - I am distressed by the funding levels for AACC teachers compared to public school 
teachers in this year's budget.  In addition to the equity issue, how money is spent is a statement of value.  If teachers at AACC are given no raises, it feels as if the county 
council is saying we aren't worth even a small raise.  Please demonstrate your support for the teachers at AACC by voting to fund teacher pay equability.

Elizabeth Ruddy 1504 Farlow Ave. Crofton, MD, 21114 Education Funding

As an educator and parent of children in AACPS schools, I want to express to you  my admiration and thanks for the decisions that were made the previous year regarding 
funding for our schools and teacher compensation.  For a decade teachers in our county have endured the financial impacts of the previous recession.  Last year's budget help 
to make strides towards erasing years of inequities in salary.  I know that due to current circumstances, this year's budget will be complicated, but I ask that you all do not lose 
sight of the importance of retaining and attracting highly-qualified educators.  Highly-qualified teachers are the ones that will continue to keep learning meaningful and personal, 
we are the ones that adapted quickly to the challenges the past few months have presented.  There are so many elements that made this challenging, the most heart-wrenching 
for most teachers was that we did not get to interact with our students for several hours a day in person.  Please remember that now, more than ever it is essential to retain and 
recruit highly-qualified teachers that can seamlessly adapt to the challenges of today and tomorrow.  Please consider adding more to the budget for compensation to ensure that 
this happens.
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Carrie Moran
266 Lower Magothy 
Beach Road Severna Park School health

Health Assistants employed by the AACO make at most 19,003/yr.  A single mother would be considered below the poverty line. They cannot accrue sick time or retirement 
benefits. The salary is the same when working 1 year vs. 20 years for the county, seasoned staff are not given incremental raises. They maintain their certifications as nursing 
assistants and medical technicians. They treat and care for not only minor illnesses and ailments but also emergency situations, help manage chronic health conditions and  
provide support for mental health in the school.  All while while making less than 15 dollars/hour. Their salary is not on par with local counties and I would not consider 
increasing their salary a raise. It is a correction for a group of dedicated staff who have been undervalued and underpaid for several years.  Currently both health assistants and 
nurses are working  in other roles including strike teams, phone bank, and  contact tracing for COVID 19.  The contact tracing is hugely successful for our county, the health 
assistants support is one of the main reasons the nurses can effectively reach out to the volume of people they do.  When school finally does return, their job is going to become 
even more challenging in managing the fears of students, school staff and parents.  They will continue to be the face of calm and caring in the school building. I strongly 
encourage you to fully fund a proposed pay increase for our invaluable school health staff.
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Animal Care & Control Proposed Budget Testimony 
1 message 

Linda Mazer  
To: cccitationrequests@aacounty.org 

Sun, May 17, 2020 at 7:07 PM 

Friends of Anne Arundel County Animal Care & Control, the nonprofit created by shelter 
volunteers to help its homeless animals, submits the following testimony on behalf of its 
entire board. 

We thank the County Council and County Executive Pittman for listening to the shelter 
needs that we outlined during the January budget town halls. Most of you toured the 
shelter after those hearings and saw its needs first-hand. Thank you for doing so. 

We deeply appreciate that the proposed budget includes a new position for a shelter 
rescue/volunteer/foster coordinator, a truly life-saving job. One happy related note is that 
more than 125 local families have signed up to be shelter fosters since mid-March. 

Animal Care & Control continues to have so many unmet needs. The FY21 budget, for 
example, increases funds for animal food from $10,000 to $13,000. This just doesn't cover 
what it costs the shelter to feed 5,000-plus animals each year. We have helped supplement 
its food budget in recent years by getting an annual grant of $11,000 worth of food from 
Purina, but Purina recently denied our request for a fourth year of funding. The shelter's 
homeless animals, however, still will have to eat. 

Again, thank you for taking time this year to learn about the good work Animal Care & 
Control already does - and how it could do so much more if it was adequately funded. 

Should there be a way to add any more funds to Animal Care & Control's FY21 budget, our 
first priorities would be: 

--More funds for outside medical services such as surgery and urgent emergency care. The 
proposed FY21 budget calls for increasing this line item from $15,000 to $20,000. However, 
the shelter spent the $15,000 before FY20 was half over, and only to use outside vets to 
treat and document animal cruelty/abuse cases. Our nonprofit spent another $55,000 last 
year on outside medical care, most of that to save the lives of other animals at the shelter 
who otherwise would have been euthanized to end their suffering. 

--Additional funds for laboratory supplies (proposed to decrease by $2,000 in FY21) and for 
medical supplies (no change in funding in the proposed FY21 budget). The shelter requires 
adequate funding to fully stock medicines used at the shelter, including such basics as the 
monthly flea and tick medications (so many animals enter the shelter covered in these 
pests). 

--An adequate budget to feed all the animals for the entire fiscal year (at least $10,000 more 
than now budgeted). 

Thank you, 

Linda Mazer, Vice President 
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Friends of Anne Arundel County Animal Care &Control 

752 Dividing Creek Road 

Arnold, Maryland 21012 
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1 message

Perez, Lori <lkperez@aacc.edu> Wed, May 20, 2020 at 8:58 AM
To: "cccitationrequests@aacounty.org" <cccitationrequests@aacounty.org>

 Dear County Council,

As you consider the budget in these tremendously difficult times, I’d like you to reconsider your position on
providing salary increases for AACPS employees, but not AACC employees.  As a faculty member who
underwent 5 years without a raise during the last recession, it was truly disheartening to see that when the
money was finally available in the county budget, this was actually cut because the Council stated that it
would not be fair for AACC employees to have a raise if AACPS could not.  In fact, it was stated that it
would be an equity issue.  Yet, here we sit again, but the tables are turned and now, for some unknown
reason, it is not an equity issue when AACC employees are affected. At that time, our budget was cut and
we were forced to take furloughs.  I can assure you that as a faculty member, we are doing all that is
possible at this juncture to be extremely fiscally conservative.  As a department chair with a very small
budget under $1,000 to begin with, I have cut ALL spending for teaching supplies for my 40 faculty (which
includes our amazing adjuncts).  We are committed as faculty to take furloughs rather than to see any of our
valuable staff cut.  We understand the dire state that our county faces, and we feel it just as intensely as
any other Anne Arundel County resident.   Before you make your final decision, consider this: 

Many people assume that college professors earn much more money than school teachers. I left K-
12 in 2003 and at that time I decided to take a $25,000 pay cut to begin as a faculty member earning
just $35,000 per year.
Our salary scale mirrors the public school teachers salary.  Starting salary for an instructor at AACC is
$49,000 and for a public school teacher the starting salary is just under $48,000.  This pattern is
similar in its growth over time as well.   

We serve a significant number of Anne Arundel County residents in both our degree seeking programs and
our career and continuing education programs.  We were there to support our county and its residents
during the last recession and we will be just as innovative in supporting our residents as we face this crisis
together. To say that we do not deserve a raise and that AACPS teachers deserve a raise says that our
community college is not of equal value to our county.  “By providing access to high-quality faculty, smaller
class sizes, and a variety of postsecondary credentials, community colleges prepare students for good
jobs and—for those who desire it—a pathway to a bachelor's degree. Community colleges do this and so
much more while also keeping tuition costs lower.” (Higher Education Today).  It is clear that much of the
country has yet to fully appreciate the value of community college; yet, in Anne Arundel County, you have
one of the top community college’s in the nation.  Simply look at our long list of honors and awards and it is
clear to see that we have created an institution that could rival many 4-year institutions in terms of the
education and opportunities we provide and we do that at a much lower cost to our students. 
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What message will be sent today to your community college employees:  you are undervalued and
unsupported or you are equitable in value and therefore deserve equal support?  I sincerely hope it is the
later and not the former.  Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Regards, 

Dr. Lori K. Perez, NCSP
Department Chair, Psychology
Anne Arundel Community College
(410) 777-1231

The information contained in this email may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been sent for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s). If the reader of this message is not an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication, or any of its content, 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please contact the sender by reply email and 
destroy all copies of the original message. Thank you.
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Dear County Council Members, 
 
I hope all is well with you and your families during these trying times.  I truly appreciate all you have 
done as a Council to navigate our county through this global pandemic. Nothing is status quo right now, 
including decisions on funding given the economic impact the shutdown has had on our county. That 
said, I am writing today in support of additional funding that will directly support our students when 
facing the repercussions of COVID-19.  Specifically, please consider additional funding in the FY2021 
education budget for the following positions that will support our students’ mental health, English 
Language Acquisition, and transportation needs: 
 
Mental Health Support  
 

 Psychologists: The County Executive provided $119,800 in funding for 1 of 2 school psychologist 
positions requested by the Board. Please fund the second school psychologist position. 

 School Counselors: The County Executive provided $926,300 in funding for 9 of 15 school 
counselor positions requested by the Board. Please provide funding for as many of the other 
six positions as possible.   

 
Mental health was already a critical issue too many of our students, of all ages, were facing prior to the 
shutdown.  Now, the mental and emotional impact of the shutdown has not only reached thousands of 
additional students but will have long term effects.  The simple fact is trauma from COVID-19 will not 
just disappear when school buildings reopen. Over 83000 of the 85000+ AACPS students may have 
gained access to online classrooms but thousands are not actually engaged in such online learning. We 
may never know how many kids are experiencing physical or emotional abuse while at home, how many 
are lacking food or a stable shelter, how many are not doing assignments because of how much a break 
in routine school schedule causes stress, or how many are dealing with the illness or death of family or 
friends.  Schools will need to adopt an approach of universal services for mental health support for all 
students, and all staff should receive training on how to talk to and support children during a pandemic, 
including how to connect with those still mentally disengaged from learning.  Our school counselors and 
psychologists already had caseloads far exceeding individual staff member’s ability to properly provide 
support for all those in need. Without additional mental health support, thousands of our students will 
continue to suffer anxiety, fear, and stress – factors that negatively impact their ability to learn.  
 
Students with Limited English  
 

 English Language Acquisition Teachers: The County Executive did not fund any of the 10.0 
requested positions ($768,800).  Please fund as many of the 10 requested English Language 
Acquisition Teachers as possible. 

 
Prior to the pandemic, students with limited English had the highest gap in graduation rates and chronic 
absenteeism.  These students already were dealing with fear and anxiety about potential deportation or 
family separation by ICE.  Now, I hear story after story of middle schoolers having to help teach their 
younger siblings because the parent(s) can not navigate Google classrooms or the assignments due to 
the parents’ own language barriers.  We need more English Language Acquisition Teachers, as soon as 
possible, so that we do not let these opportunity gaps for students with limited English continue to 
widen. 
 
 



Transportation  
 

 Transportation – Staffing: The County Executive did not fund any of the 7.0 staffing positions in 
the transportation department ($745,100). Please fund as many of the 7 requested 
transportation department positions as possible. 

 
Anyone that stays abreast of AACPS activity would be well aware of the 179 page January 2020 
transportation report with 27 recommendations to rehabilitate a transportation department, and 
system, that has been in complete shambles for years, if I may be so blunt. Prior to the pandemic, we 
had buses arriving and dropping off kids late, a transportation department with no written protocols 
that relied on individual’s memory for what to do.  We had inconsistent routes and harmful incidents 
while on the buses.  AACPS was not fully utilizing the software it purchased years ago to find better, 
more effective routes to schools. And finally, if the recommendations were fully implemented, it would 
allow a better, more effective transportation department to translate to a long overdue change to 
healthy school start times for all schools. Additionally, we have no idea what the new protocols will be 
with transportation when school buildings reopen. Will rider capacity on buses be limited for social 
distancing reasons? Will additional daily routes be needed to transport one group in the morning and 
another in the afternoon? Given the state of AACPS’ transportation system leading up to the 
consultant’s report, we cannot rely on the current transportation staff to fully implement all of the 27 
recommendations from the report, or to effectively and equity develop/implement new policies to 
address the aftermath of COVID-19.  The inclusion of additional transportation staff, including one to 
develop and handle an effective GPS system, will be of tremendous benefit in providing our students 
with safe and reliable transportation and moving forward with healthy school start times in preparation 
of schools reopening to a new “normal”.   
 
Again many thanks for all you do in support of our county and thank you for considering these vital 
additions to the education budget.  
 
Best regards, 
 
India Ochs  
50 Greystone Ct Unit B Annapolis, Maryland  

 



Dear County Council Members, 
 
I am India Ochs, resident of Annapolis and District 6 Board of Education candidate. I truly appreciate all 
you have done as a Council to navigate our county through this global pandemic.  I am writing today to 
request additional funding for the positions listed in my extended public comment emailed earlier 
today, which will support our students’ mental health, English Language Acquisition, and transportation 
needs for the following reasons: 
 
Mental health was already critical prior to COVID-19 and now the traumatic impact of the shutdown on 
thousands of our students will have long term effects.  School counselors and psychologists already had 
caseloads far exceeding their ability to support all in need. Without additional mental health staff, 
thousands of our students will continue to suffer anxiety, fear, and stress – factors that impact their 
ability to learn.  
 
Prior to COVID-19, students with limited English had the highest gaps in graduation rates and 
absenteeism.  Now, students are struggling because parents cannot navigate Google classrooms due to 
their own language barriers.  We need more English Language Acquisition Teachers so these gaps do not 
continue to widen. Finally, given the prior state of AACPS’ transportation system, we cannot rely on 
current staff to effectively navigate the aftermath of COVID-19.  The inclusion of additional 
transportation staff, including one to oversee a new GPS system, will help establish safe and reliable 
transportation and move towards healthy school start times in preparation of schools reopening to a 
new “normal”.   
 
Thank you.  
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